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Abstract
As an alternative to classical calculus, Grossman and Katz (Non-Newtonian Calculus,
1972) introduced the non-Newtonian calculus consisting of the branches of
geometric, anageometric and bigeometric calculus etc. Following Grossman and Katz,
we construct the field R(N) of non-Newtonian real numbers and the concept of
non-Newtonian metric. Also, we give the triangle and Minkowski’s inequalities in the
sense of non-Newtonian calculus. Later, we respectively define the sets ω(N), �∞(N),
c(N), c0(N) and �p(N) of all, bounded, convergent, null and p-absolutely summable
sequences in the sense of non-Newtonian calculus and show that each of the sets
forms a vector space on the field R(N) and a complete metric space.
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1 Preliminaries, background and notations
During the Renaissance many scholars, including Galileo, discussed the following prob-
lem: Two estimates,  and ,, are proposed as the value of a horse. Which estimate,
if any, deviates more from the true value of ? The scholars who maintained that de-
viations should be measured by differences concluded that the estimate of  was closer
to the true value. However, Galileo eventually maintained that the deviations should be
measured by ratios and concluded that two estimates deviated equally from the true value
(cf. []).
From the story, the question comes out this way: What if we measure by ratios? The

answer is the main idea of non-Newtonian calculus which consists of many calculi such
as classical, geometric, anageometric, bigeometric calculus etc. Even you can create your
own calculus by choosing a different function as a generator. Although all arithmetics are
structurally equivalent, only by distinguishing among them do we obtain suitable tools for
constructing all the non-Newtonian calculi. But the usefulness of arithmetics is not limited
to the construction of calculus; we believe there is a more fundamental reason for consid-
ering alternative arithmetics. They may also be helpful in developing and understanding
the new systems of measurement that could yield simpler physical laws (cf. []).
Bashirov et al. [] have recently concentrated on multiplicative calculus and gave the

results with applications corresponding to the well-known properties of derivatives and
integrals in classical calculus. Quite recently, Uzer [] has extended the multiplicative cal-
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culus to the complex valued functions and was interested in the statements of some fun-
damental theorems and concepts of multiplicative complex calculus, and demonstrated
some analogies between the multiplicative complex calculus and classical calculus by the-
oretical and numerical examples.
Non-Newtonian calculus is an alternative to the usual calculus of Newton and Leib-

niz. It provides differentiation and integration tools based on non-Newtonian operations
instead of classical operations. Every property in classical calculus has an analogue in non-
Newtonian calculus. Generally speaking, non-Newtonian calculus is a methodology that
allows one to have a different look at problems which can be investigated via calculus. In
some cases, for example, for wage-rate (in dollars, euro etc.) related problems, the use of
bigeometric calculus, which is a kind of non-Newtonian calculus, is advocated instead of
the traditional Newtonian one (cf. []).
Throughout this document, non-Newtonian calculus is denoted by (NC), and classical

calculus is denoted by (CC). A generator is a one-to-one function whose domain is R and
whose range is a subset of R, the set of real numbers. Each generator generates exactly
one arithmetic and, conversely, each arithmetic is generated by exactly one generator. As
a generator, we choose the function exp fromR to the setR+ of positive reals, that is to say,

α :R –→ R
+

x �–→ α(x) = ex = y
and

α– :R+ –→ R

y �–→ α–(y) = ln y = x.

If I(x) = x for all x ∈ R, then I is called identity functionwhose inverse is itself. In the spe-
cial cases α = I and α = exp, α generates the classical and geometric arithmetics, respec-
tively. The set R(N) of non-Newtonian real numbers is defined as R(N) := {α(x) : x ∈ R}.
Following Bashirov et al. [], Uzer [] and Türkmen and Başar [], the main purpose of

this paper is to construct the classical sequence spaceswith respect to non-Newtonian cal-
culus over the non-Newtonian real field. To do this, we need some preparatory knowledge
about non-Newtonian calculus.
In the foundations of science (formerly titled Physics: The Elements), Norman Robert

Campbell, a pioneer in the theory of measurement, clearly recognized that alternative
arithmetics might be useful in science for he wrote, ‘We must recognize the possibility
that a system of measurement may be arbitrary otherwise than in the choice of unit; there
may be arbitrariness in the choice of process of addition’ (cf. []).
We should know that all concepts in classical arithmetic have natural counterparts in

α-arithmetic. For instance, α-zero and α-one turn out to be α() and α(). Similarly, the
α-integers turn out to be the following:

. . . ,α(–),α(–),α(–),α(),α(),α(),α(), . . . .

Consider any generator α with range A. By α-arithmetic, we mean the arithmetic whose
domain isA and whose operations are defined as follows: For x, y ∈R and any generator α,

α-addition x +̇ y = α{α–(x) + α–(y)},
α-subtraction x –̇ y = α{α–(x) – α–(y)},
α-multiplication x ×̇ y = α{α–(x)× α–(y)},
α-division x /̇ y = α{α–(x)÷ α–(y)},
α-order x <̇ y⇔ α–(x) < α–(y).
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Particularly, if we choose α-generator I , the identity function α(x) = x for all x ∈ R ⇒
α–(x) = x, then obviously α-arithmetic turns out to be classical arithmetic.

α-addition x⊕ y = α{α–(x) + α–(y)} = α{x + y} = x + y classic addition,
α-subtraction x	 y = α{α–(x) – α–(y)} = α{x – y} = x – y classic subtraction,
α-multiplication x
 y = α{α–(x)× α–(y)} = α{x× y}

= x× y classic multiplication,
α-division x� y = α{α–(x)÷ α–(y)} = α{x÷ y}

= x÷ y, y �=  classic division.

If we choose α-generator as exp, α(z) = ez for z ∈ C, then α–(z) = ln z, α-arithmetic turns
out to be geometric arithmetic.

α-addition x⊕ y = α{α–(x) + α–(y)} = e{lnx+ln y} = x · y geometric addition,
α-subtraction x	 y = α{α–(x) – α–(y)} = e{lnx–ln y}

= x÷ y, y �=  geometric subtraction,
α-multiplication x
 y = α{α–(x)× α–(y)} = e{lnx×ln y}

= xln y = ylnx geometric multiplication,
α-division x� y = α{α–(x)÷ α–(y)} = e{lnx÷lnw}

= x

ln y , y �=  geometric division.

An arithmetic is any system that satisfies the complete ordered field axioms and has
a domain that is a subset of R. There are infinitely many arithmetics, all of which are
isomorphic, that is, structurally equivalent. Nevertheless, the fact that two systems are
isomorphic does not preclude their separate uses. In [], it is shown that each ordered
pair of arithmetics gives rise to a calculus by a judicious use of the first arithmetic for
function arguments and the second arithmetic for function values. Table  indicates the
four calculi obtainable by using the classical and geometric arithmetics.
The rest of the paper is organized, as follows. In Section , it is shown that the set R(N)

of non-Newtonian real numbers forms a field with the binary operations addition (+̇) and
(×̇). Further, the non-Newtonian exponent, surd and absolute value are defined and some
of their properties are given. Section  is devoted to the vector space over the field R(N)
of non-Newtonian real numbers. Additionally, some required inequalities are presented
in the sense of non-Newtonian calculus, and the concepts of non-Newtonian metric and
non-Newtonian norm are introduced. In Section , subsequent to giving the correspond-
ing results for the sequences of non-Newtonian real numbers concerning the convergent
sequences of real numbers, it is stated and proved that the n-dimensional non-Newtonian
real space Rn(N) is a complete metric space. In Section , prior to showing the sets ω(N),
�∞(N), c(N), c(N) and �p(N) of all, bounded, convergent, null and absolutely p-summable
sequences of the non-Newtonian real numbers are the completemetric spaces, it is proved

Table 1 Four calculi obtained by using classical and geometric arithmetic

Name of calculus First arithmetics (arguments) Second arithmetics (values)

Classical calculus Classical Classical
Bigeometric calculus Geometric Geometric
Geometric calculus Classical Geometric
Anageometric calculus Geometric Classical
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that each of those sets forms a vector space over the fieldR(N) with respect to the algebraic
operations addition (+̇) and scalar multiplication (×̇). In the final section of the paper, we
note the significance of non-Newtonian calculus and record some further suggestions.

2 Non-Newtonian real field and related properties
In the present section, we construct the non-Newtonian real field R(N) and give some
related properties.
We define the binary operations (+̇) addition and (×̇) multiplication for the set R(N) of

non-Newtonian real numbers by

+̇ :R×R –→ R

(x, y) �–→ x +̇ y = α
{
α–(x) + α–(y)

} and

×̇ :R×R –→ R

(x, y) �–→ x ×̇ y = α
{
α–(x)× α–(y)

}
.

Theorem . (R(N), +̇, ×̇) is a complete field.

Proof One can show this by a routine verification, so we omit the detail. �

The α-square of a number x in A ⊂ R(N) is denoted by x ×̇x which will be denoted
by xN . For each α-nonnegative number t, the symbol

√
xN will be used to denote t =

α{√α–(x)} which is the unique α-nonnegative number whose α-square is equal to x,
which means tN = x.
Throughout this section, we denote the pth non-Newtonian exponent and the qth non-

Newtonian root of x ∈R(N) by xpN and q√xN , respectively. Therefore, we have

xN = x ×̇x = α
{
α–(x)× α–(x)

}
= α

{[
α–(x)

]},
xN = xN ×̇x = α

{
α–{α[

α–(x)× α–(x)
]} × α–(x)

}
= α

{[
α–(x)

]},
...

xpN = x(p–)N ×̇x = α
{[

α–(x)
]p},

...

The α-absolute value of a number x in A ⊂R(N) is defined as α(|α–(x)|) and is denoted
by |x|N . For each number x in A⊂ R(N),

√
xN

N
= |x|N = α

(∣∣α–(x)
∣∣). (.)

Then we say,

|x|N =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
x, x >̇α(),

α(), x = α() = α{|α–(x)|},
α() –̇x, x <̇α().
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The non-Newtonian distance between two numbers x and x is defined by

|x –̇x|N = α
{∣∣α–(x) – α–(x)

∣∣}
= α

{∣∣α–(x) – α–(x)
∣∣}

= |x –̇x|N .

Let any z ∈ R(N) be given. Then z is called a positive non-Newtonian real number if
z >̇α() and z is called a non-Newtonian negative real number if z <̇α(), and finally, z
is called an unsigned non-Newtonian real number if z = α(). By R

+(N) and R
–(N), we

denote the sets of non-Newtonian positive and negative real numbers, respectively.
In classical calculus, we have |xy| = |x||y| for x, y ∈ R. The following proposition shows

that this also holds in non-Newtonian calculus.

Proposition . For any x, y ∈ R(N), |x ×̇ y|N = |x|N ×̇ |y|N .

Proof By using the definition of the binary operation (×̇), one can easily see that

|x ×̇ y|N = α
[∣∣α–(x)× α–(y)

∣∣]
= α

[∣∣α–(x)| × |α–(y)
∣∣]

= α
[∣∣α–(x)

∣∣} ×̇α{∣∣α–(y)
∣∣]

= |x|N ×̇ |y|N ,

as desired. �

3 Non-Newtonianmetric spaces
In this section, we deal with the vector spaces over the non-Newtonian real field R(N).
First, we present the required inequalities in the sense of (NC).

Lemma . (Triangle inequality) Let x, y ∈ R(N). Then

|x +̇ y|N ≤ |x|N +̇ |y|N . (.)

Proof Let x, y ∈ R(N). Taking into account the definition of absolute value given by (.),
one can see that

|x +̇ y|N = α
[∣∣α–(x +̇ y)

∣∣]
= α

{∣∣(α– ◦ α
)[

α–(x) + α–(y)
]∣∣}

= α
[∣∣α–(x) + α–(y)

∣∣]. (.)

Therefore, we obtain by applying α– to the equality (.) that

α–(|x +̇ y|N ) =
∣∣α–(x) + α–(y)

∣∣
≤ ∣∣α–(x)

∣∣ + ∣∣α–(y)
∣∣,
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which leads us to

|x +̇ y|N ≤̇ α
[∣∣α–(x)

∣∣ + ∣∣α–(y)
∣∣]

= α
{(

α– ◦ α
)[∣∣α–(x)

∣∣] + (
α– ◦ α

)[∣∣α–(y)
∣∣]}

= α
[
α–(|x|N ) + α–(|y|N )

]
= |x|N +̇ |y|N .

This shows that (.) holds. �

Lemma . Let u, v ∈R(N). Then

|u +̇ v|N
α() +̇ |u +̇ v|N N ≤̇ |u|N

α() +̇ |u|N N +̇
|v|N

α() +̇ |v|N N . (.)

Proof Let z be

z =
|u +̇ v|N

α() +̇ |u +̇ v|N N =
|α[α–(u) + α–(v)]|N

α() +̇ |α[α–(u) + α–(v)]|N N

=
α{|α–(α[α–(u) + α–(v)])|}

α() +̇α{|α–(α[α–(u) + α–(v)])|}N

=
α{|α–(u) + α–(v)|}

α{α–(α()) + α–(α{|α–(u) + α–(v)|})}N

=
α{|α–(u) + α–(v)|}

α{ + |α–(u) + α–(v)|}N

=
φ

ψ
N = α

{
α–(φ)/α–(ψ)

}

=
α{(α– ◦ α)[|α–(u) + α–(v)|]}
(α– ◦ α)[ + |α–(u) + α–(v)|]

= α

{ |α–(u) + α–(v)|
[ + |α–(u) + α–(v)|]

}
. (.)

Therefore, one can easily observe by applying α– to the equality (.) that

α–(z) =
|α–(u) + α–(v)|

 + |α–(u) + α–(v)|

≤ |α–(u)|
 + |α–(u)| +

|α–(v)|
 + |α–(v)| .

Then

z ≤̇ α

[ |α–(u)|
 + |α–(u)| +

|α–(v)|
 + |α–(v)|

]

= α

[
(α– ◦ α)|α–(u)|

 + (α– ◦ α)|α–(u)| +
(α– ◦ α)|α–(v)|

 + (α– ◦ α)|α–(v)|
]

= α

{
α–[α(|α–(u)|)]

 + α–[α(|α–(u)|)] +
α–[α(|α–(v)|)]

 + α–[α(|α–(v)|)]
}
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= α

[
α–(|u|N )

 + α–(|u|N )
]
+ α

[
α–(|v|N )

 + α–(|v|N )
]

= α

[
α–(|u|N )

(α– ◦ α)() + α–(|u|N )
]
+ α

[
α–(|v|N )

(α– ◦ α)() + α–(|v|N )
]

= α

{
α–(|u|N )

α–[α()] + α–(|u|N )
}
+ α

{
α–(|v|N )

α–[α()] + α–(|v|N )
}

= α

{
α–(|u|N )

(α– ◦ α)α–(α()) + α–(|u|N )
}
+ α

{
α–(|v|N )

(α– ◦ α)α–(α()) + α–(|v|N )
}

= α

{
α–(|u|N )

(α– ◦ α){α–[α()] + α–(|u|N )} +
α–(|v|N )

(α– ◦ α){α–[α()] + α–(|v|N )}
}

= α

{
α–(|u|N )

α–[α() +̇ |u|N ] +
α–(|v|N )

α–[α() +̇ |v|N ]
}

= α

{(
α– ◦ α

){ α–(|u|N )
α–[α() +̇ |u|N ]

}
+

(
α– ◦ α

){ α–(|v|N )
α–[α() +̇ |v|N ]

}}

= α

{
α–

[ |u|N
α() +̇ |u|N N

]
+ α–

[ |v|N
α() +̇ |v|N N

]}

=
|u|N

α() +̇ |u|N N +̇
|v|N

α() +̇ |v|N N ,

which completes the proof. �

Lemma . (Minkowski’s inequality) Let p >  and ak ,bk ∈ R
+(N) for k ∈ {, , , . . . ,n}.

Then

p

√√√√ n

N

∑
k=

(ak +̇bk)pN
N

≤̇ p

√√√√ n

N

∑
k=

akpN

N

+̇ p

√√√√ n

N

∑
k=

bkpN
N

.

Proof Suppose that

u = p

√√√√ n

N

∑
k=

(ak +̇bk)pN
N

=

{ n

N

∑
k=

{
α
[
α–(ak) + α–(bk)

]}pN}(/p)N

.

Then we have

upN =
n

N

∑
k=

{
α
[
α–(ak) + α–(bk)

]}pN

=
n

N

∑
k=

α
{[

α–(α{
α–(ak) + α–(bk)

})]p}

=
n

N

∑
k=

α
{[

α–(ak) + α–(bk)
]p}

= α
{
α–(α{[

α–(a) + α–(b)
]p}) + · · · + α–(α{[

α–(an) + α–(bn)
]p})}

= α
{[

α–(a) + α–(b)
]p + · · · + [

α–(an) + α–(bn)
]p}
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= α

{ n∑
k=

[
α–(ak) + α–(bk)

]p},

α–(upN )
=

n∑
k=

[
α–(ak) + α–(bk)

]p,
[
α–(upN )]/p =

{ n∑
k=

[
α–(ak) + α–(bk)

]p}/p

≤
{ n∑

k=

[
α–(ak)

]p}/p

+

{ n∑
k=

[
α–(bk)

]p}/p

. (.)

Therefore, one can easily observe by applying α to the equality (.) with Minkowski’s
inequality that

α
{[

α–(upN )]/p}

≤̇α

{[ n∑
k=

[
α–(ak)

]p]/p

+

[ n∑
k=

[
α–(bk)

]p]/p}

= α

{(
α– ◦ α

){ n∑
k=

[
α–(ak)

]p}/p

+
(
α– ◦ α

){ n∑
k=

[
α–(bk)

]p}/p}

= α

{[ n∑
k=

[
α–(ak)

]p]/p}
+̇α

{[ n∑
k=

[
α–(bk)

]p]/p}

= α

{[ n∑
k=

(
α– ◦ α

)[
α–(ak)

]p]/p}
+̇α

{[ n∑
k=

(
α– ◦ α

)[
α–(bk)

]p]/p}

= α

{[ n∑
k=

α–(apNk )]/p}
+̇α

{[ n∑
k=

α–(bpNk )]/p}

= α

{(
α– ◦ α

)[ n∑
k=

α–(apNk )]/p}
+̇α

{(
α– ◦ α

)[ n∑
k=

α–(bpNk )]/p}

= α

[
α–

( n

N

∑
k=

apNk

)]
+̇α

[
α–

( n

N

∑
k=

bpNk

)]

= p

√√√√ n

N

∑
k=

apNk

N

+̇ p

√√√√ n

N

∑
k=

bpNk

N

which completes the proof. �

Definition . Let X be a non-empty set and dN : X×X →R
+(N) be a function such that

for all x, y, z ∈ X, the following non-Newtonian metric axioms hold:
(NM) dN (x, y) =  if and only if x = y,
(NM) dN (x, y) = dN (y,x),
(NM) dN (x, y) ≤̇dN (x, z) +̇dN (z, y).
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Then the pair (X,dN ) and dN are called a non-Newtonian metric space and a non-
Newtonian metric on X, respectively.

Corollary . (R(N),dN ) is a non-Newtonian metric space.

Proof Define the non-Newtonian metric dN on R(N) by dN (x, y) = |x	 y|N (x, y ∈ R(N)).
Then it is immediate for any u,x, y ∈ R(N) that
(NM) It is easy to see that

dN (u,x) = |u –̇x|N = α()

⇔ α
{∣∣α–(u) – α–(x)

∣∣} = α()

⇔ α–(u) = α–(x)

⇔ u = x.

(NM) One can obtain that

dN (u,x) = α
{∣∣α–(u) – α–(x)

∣∣}
= α

{∣∣α–(x) – α–(u)
∣∣}

= dN (x,u).

(NM) A direct calculation leads us to

dN (u, y) = |u –̇ y|N = α
{∣∣α–(u) – α–(y)

∣∣}
= α

{∣∣α–(u) – α–(x) + α–(x) – α–(y)
∣∣}

≤̇ α
{∣∣α–(u) – α–(x)

∣∣} +̇α
{∣∣α–(x) – α–(y)

∣∣}
= |u –̇x|N +̇ |x –̇ y|N
= dN (u,x) +̇dN (x, y).

This is what we wished to show. �

Theorem . n-dimensional non-Newtonian Euclidian space Rn(N), consisting of all or-
dered n-tuples of non-Newtonian real numbers, is ametric space with themetric dN defined
by

dN (x, y) =

√√√√ n

N

∑
k=

(xk –̇ yk)N
N

= α

{√√√√ n∑
k=

[
α–(xk) – α–(yk)

]}, (.)

where x = (x,x, . . . ,xn), y = (y, y, . . . , yn) ∈ R
n(N).

Proof Let x = (x,x, . . . ,xn), y = (y, y, . . . , yn) and z = (z, z, . . . , zn) ∈ R
n(N). Then (NM)

and (NM) are obvious. To prove (NM), we useMinkowski’s inequality in NCwith p = ,
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the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in NC. Therefore, we see that

dN (x, y) =

√√√√ n

N

∑
k=

(xk –̇ yk)N
N

=

√√√√ n

N

∑
k=

(xk –̇ zk +̇ zk –̇ yk)N
N

≤̇
√√√√ n

N

∑
k=

(xk –̇ zk)N
N

+̇

√√√√ n

N

∑
k=

(zk –̇ yk)N
N

= dN (x, z) +̇dN (z, y),

which completes the proof. �

Now, we define the notion of norm in the sense of non-Newtonian calculus.

Definition . Let X be a vector space over the field R(N) and ‖ · ‖N be a function from
X to R

+(N) satisfying the following non-Newtonian norm axioms: For x, y ∈ X and α ∈
R(N),
(NN) ‖x‖N = ̇ ⇔ x = ̇,
(NN) ‖α ×̇x‖N = |α|N ×̇ ‖x‖N ,
(NN) ‖x +̇ y‖N ≤̇ ‖x‖N +̇‖y‖N .

Then (X,‖ · ‖N ) is said to be a non-Newtonian normed space. It is trivial that a non-
Newtonian norm ‖ · ‖N on X defines a non-Newtonian metric dN on X which is given
by

dN (x, y) = ‖x –̇ y‖N (x, y ∈ X) (.)

and is called the non-Newtonian metric induced by the non-Newtonian norm.

4 Convergence and completeness in (NC)
In this section, we emphasize some properties of convergent sequences in a non-
Newtonian metric space and completeness of n-dimensional non-Newtonian metric
space Rn(N).

Definition . (Convergent sequence) A sequence (xn) in a metric space X = (X,dN ) is
said to be convergent if for every given ε >̇ ̇, there exist an n = n(ε) ∈ N and x ∈ X such
that dN (xn,x) <̇ ε for all n > n and is denoted by N limn→∞ xn = x or xn

N–→ x as n → ∞.

Definition . (Cauchy sequence) A sequence (xn) in a non-Newtonianmetric space X =
(X,dN ) is said to be non-Newtonian Cauchy if for every ε >̇ ̇, there is an n = n(ε) ∈ N

such that dN (xn,xm) <̇ ε for allm,n > n.
The space X is said to be non-Newtonian complete if every non-Newtonian Cauchy

sequence in X converges.

Theorem . Let X = (X,dN ) be a non-Newtonian metric space. Then:
(a) A convergent sequence in X is bounded and its limit is unique.
(b) A convergent sequence in X is a Cauchy sequence in X .

http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2012/1/228
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Proof (a) Suppose that (xn) is a convergent sequence in a non-Newtonian metric space
X with xn

N–→ x. Then taking ε = α() = ̇, we can find an n such that dN (xn,x) <̇ ̇ for all
n > n. Hence, by the non-Newtonian triangle inequality, for all n, we have dN (xn,x) < ̇ +̇a,
where a =max{dN (x,x),dN (x,x), . . . ,dN (xn ,x)}. This shows that (xn) is bounded.
Assume that xn

N–→ x and xn
N–→ z as n→ ∞. Then we obtain from (NM) that

̇ = α() ≤̇dN (x, z) ≤̇dN (x,xn) +̇dN (xn, z)

which leads us to the result as n → ∞ that dN (x, z) = ̇. This means with (NM) that the
non-Newtonian limit is unique.
(b) Suppose that (xn) is a convergent sequence with the limit x in a non-Newtonian

metric space X = (X,dN ). Then for every ε >̇ ̇, there is an n = n(ε) ∈ N such that
dN (xn,x) <̇ ε/ for all n > n. Therefore, combining the hypothesis with the non-Newtonian
triangle inequality one can observe for every ε >̇ ̇, there is an n = n(ε) ∈N such that

dN (xn,xm) ≤̇dN (xn,x) +̇dN (x,xm) <̇ ε

for allm,n >̇n. Hence, (xn) is a non-Newtonian Cauchy sequence.
This completes the proof. �

Now, we can give the theorem on the completeness of the metric space (Rn(N),dN ).

Theorem . (Rn(N),dN ) is complete.

Proof It is known by Theorem . that dN defined by (.) is a metric on R
n(N). Suppose

that (xm) = {x(m)
k } is a Cauchy in R

n(N), where xm = (x(m)
 ,x(m)

 ,x(m)
 , . . . ,x(m)

n ) for each fixed
m ∈N. Since (xm) is non-Newtonian Cauchy, for every ε >̇ ̇ there is an n ∈N such that

dN (x, y) =

√√√√ n

N

∑
k=

[
x(m)
k –̇x(r)k

]N N

<̇ ε (.)

for all m, r > n. By non-Newtonian squaring, we have for all m, r > n and all k ∈
{, , , . . . ,n} that

[
x(m)
k –̇x(r)k

]N < εN

which implies that

∣∣x(m)
k –̇x(r)k

∣∣
N <̇ ε.

This shows that for each fixed k ∈ {, , . . . ,n}, (x()k ,x()k ,x()k , . . .) is a convergent sequence
with x(m)

k
N→ xk as m → ∞. Using these n limits, we define x = (x,x, . . . ,xn) in R

n(N).
From (.), letting r → ∞ it is obtained that dN (xm,x)≤ ε for allm >̇n which shows that
(xm) converges in R

n(N). Consequently, (Rn,dN ) is a complete metric space. �
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It is trivial thatRn(N) is a vector space overR(N) with respect to the algebraic operations
addition (+̇) and scalar multiplication (×̇) defined on R

n(N) as follows:

+̇ :Rn(N)×R
n(N) –→ R

n(N)
(x, y) �–→ x +̇ y = (x +̇ y,x +̇ y, . . . ,xn +̇ yn),

×̇ :R(N)×R
n(N) –→ R

n(N)
(α,x) �–→ α ×̇x = (α ×̇x,α ×̇x, . . . ,α ×̇xn),

where x = (x,x, . . . ,xn), y = (y, y, . . . , yn) ∈ R
n(N) and α ∈R(N).

Since Rn(N) is a complete metric space with the metric dN defined by (.) induced by
the norm ‖ · ‖N , as a direct consequence of Theorem ., we have:

Corollary . R
n(N) is a Banach space with the norm ‖ · ‖N defined by

‖x‖N =

√√√√ n

N

∑
k=

|xk|NN
N

; x = (x,x, . . . ,xn) ∈ R
n(N). (.)

5 Sequence spaces over the non-Newtonian real field
In this section, we define the sets ω(N), �∞(N), c(N), c(N) and �p(N) of all, bounded,
convergent, null and absolutely p-summable sequences over the non-Newtonian real field
R(N) which correspond to the sets ω, �∞, c, c and �p over the real field R, respectively.
That is to say,

ω(N) =
{
x = (xk) : xk ∈R(N) for all k ∈N

}
,

�∞(N) =
{
x = (xk) ∈ ω(N) : sup

k∈N
|xk|N <∞

}
,

c(N) =
{
x = (xk) ∈ ω(N) : ∃l ∈ R(N) � N lim

k→∞
|xk –̇ l|N = ̇

}
,

c(N) =
{
x = (xk) ∈ ω(N) : N lim

k→∞
|xk|N = ̇

}
,

�p(N) =

{
x = (xk) ∈ ω(N) :

∞

N

∑
k=

|xk|pNN < ∞
}

( ≤ p < ∞).

One can easily see that the set ω(N) forms a vector space over R(N) with respect to the
algebraic operations (+) addition and scalar multiplication (·) defined on ω(N) as follows:

+ : ω(N)× ω(N) –→ ω(N)
(x, y) �–→ x + y = (xk +̇ yk)

and

· :R(N)× ω(N) –→ ω(N)
(α,x) �–→ α · x = (α ×̇xk),

where x = (xk), y = (yk) ∈ ω(N) and α ∈ R(N). It is not hard to show that the sets �∞(N),
c(N), c(N) and �p(N) are the subspaces of the space ω(N). This means that �∞(N), c(N),
c(N) and �p(N) are classical sequence spaces over the field R(N).
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Theorem . Let ̇ = α(), ̇ = α(). Define dN on the non-Newtonian space ω(N) by

dN (x, y) =
∞

N

∑
k=

|xk –̇ yk|N
̇kN ×̇ (̇ +̇ |xk –̇ yk|N )N ,

where x = (xk), y = (yk) ∈ ω(N). Then (ω(N),dN ) is a metric space.

Proof Since the axioms (NM) and (NM) easily hold, we omit the details. The inequality
(.) implies that

n

N

∑
k=

|xk –̇ yk|N
̇kN ×̇ (̇ +̇ |xk –̇ yk|N )N ≤̇

n

N

∑
k=

|xk –̇ zk|N
̇kN ×̇ (̇ +̇ |xk –̇ zk|N )N

+̇
n

N

∑
k=

|zk –̇ yk|N
̇kN ×̇ (̇ +̇ |zk –̇ yk|N )N (.)

holds for all n ∈N. Additionally, since the inequalities

|xk –̇ yk|N
̇kN ×̇ (̇ +̇ |xk –̇ yk|N )N ≤̇ ̇

̇kN
N ,

|xk –̇ zk|N
̇kN ×̇ ( +̇ |xk –̇ zk|N )N ≤̇ ̇

̇kN
N ,

|zk –̇ yk|N
̇kN ×̇ ( +̇ |xk –̇ zk|N )N ≤̇ ̇

̇kN
N

hold for all k ∈N, the comparison test implies the convergence of the series

∞

N

∑
k=

|xk –̇ yk|N
̇kN ×̇ (̇ +̇ |xk –̇ yk|N )N ,

∞

N

∑
k=

|xk –̇ zk|N
̇kN ×̇ (̇ +̇ |xk –̇ zk|N )N ,

∞

N

∑
k=

|zk –̇ yk|N
̇kN ×̇ (̇ +̇ |zk –̇ yk|N )N .

Therefore, by letting n→ ∞ in (.),

dN (x, y) =
∞

N

∑
k=

|xk –̇ yk|N
̇kN ×̇ (̇ +̇ |xk –̇ yk|N )N

≤̇
∞

N

∑
k=

|xk –̇ zk|N
̇kN ×̇ (̇ +̇ |xk –̇ zk|N )N +̇

∞

N

∑
k=

|zk –̇ yk|N
kN ×̇ (̇ +̇ |zk –̇ yk|N )N

= dN (x, z) +̇dN (z, y),

i.e., (NM) holds. This step completes the proof. �
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Theorem . Let λ denote any of the spaces �∞, c and c, and x = (xk), y = (yk) ∈ λ(N).De-
fine dN∞ on the space λ(N) by dN∞ (x, y) = supk∈N |xk –̇ yk|N . Then (λ(N),dN∞ ) is a complete
metric space.

Proof Since the proof is similar for the spaces c(N) and c(N), we prove the theorem only
for the space �∞(N). Let x = (xk), y = (yk), z = (zk) ∈ �∞(N). Then:

(i) Suppose that dN∞ (x, y) = ̇. This implies for all k ∈ N that xk –̇ yk = ̇, i.e., x = y.
Conversely, let x = y. Then we have xk –̇ yk = ̇ for all k ∈N which yields that
dN∞ (x, y) = ̇.
That is to say, (NM) holds.

(ii) It is immediate that dN∞ (x, y) = dN∞ (y,x), i.e., (NM) holds.
(iii) By taking into account the triangle inequality in (.), we see that

dN∞ (x, y) = sup
k∈N

|xk –̇ yk|N
= sup

k∈N
|xk –̇ yk +̇ zk –̇ zk|N

≤ sup
k∈N

|xk –̇ zk|N + sup
k∈N

|yk –̇ zk|N
= dN∞ (x, z) +̇dN∞ (z, y).

Hence, (NM) holds.
Since the axioms (NM)-(NM) are satisfied, (�∞(N),dN∞ ) is a metric space.
It remains to prove the completeness of the space �∞(N). Let (xm) be any sequence in

the space �∞(N), where xm = {x(m)
 ,x(m)

 , . . .}. Then for any ε >̇ ̇, there is an n such that for
allm,n > n,

dN∞
(
xm,xn

)
= sup

k∈N

∣∣x(m)
k –̇x(n)k

∣∣
N <̇ ε. (.)

A fortiori, for every fixed k ∈N and for allm,n > n,

∣∣x(m)
k –̇x(n)k

∣∣
N <̇ ε. (.)

Hence, for every fixed k ∈N, the sequence xm = {x()k ,x()k , . . .} is a Cauchy sequence of non-
Newtonian real numbers. Since R(N) is a complete metric space in the non-Newtonian
sense by Theorem . with n = , it converges, say x(m)

k
N→ xk as m → ∞. Using these

infinitely many limits x,x, . . . , we define x = (x,x, . . .) and show that x ∈ �∞(N). From
(.) letting n→ ∞ andm > n we have

∣∣x(m)
k –̇xk

∣∣
N ≤̇ ε. (.)

Since (xm) = {x(m)
k } ∈ �∞(N), there is a real number Km such that |x(m)

k |N ≤̇Km for all k ∈N.
Thus, (.) together with the triangle inequality in (.) gives form > n that

|xk|N ≤̇ ∣∣xk –̇x(m)
k

∣∣
N +

∣∣x(m)
k

∣∣
N ≤̇ ε +Km. (.)

It is clear that (.) holds for every k ∈N whose right-hand side does not involve k. Hence,
(xk) is a bounded sequence of non-Newtonian real numbers, that is, x = (xk) ∈ �∞(N). Also
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from (.) we obtain form > n that

dN∞
(
xm,x

)
= sup

k∈N

∣∣x(m)
k –̇xk

∣∣
N ≤̇ ε.

This shows that xm N→ x as m → ∞. Since (xm) was an arbitrary non-Newtonian Cauchy
sequence, �∞(N) is complete. �

Since it is known by Theorem . that the spaces �∞(N), c(N) and c(N) are complete
metric spaces with the metric dN∞ induced by the norm ‖ · ‖N∞ defined by

‖x‖N∞ = sup
k∈N

|xk|N ; x = (xk) ∈ λ(N),λ ∈ {�∞, c, c}, (.)

we have:

Corollary . The spaces �∞(N), c(N) and c(N) are Banach spaces with the norm ‖ ·‖N∞
defined by (.).

To avoid undue repetition in the statements, we give the final theorem without proof
concerning the complete metric space �p(N).

Theorem . Define dNp on the non-Newtonian space �p(N) by dNp (x, y) = (N
∑∞

k= |xk –̇
yk|pNN )(/p)N , where x = (xk), y = (yk) ∈ �p(N) and p ≥ . Then (�p(N),dNp ) is a complete met-
ric space.

Since it is known by Theorem . that the space �p(N) is a complete metric space with
the metric dNp induced by the norm ‖ · ‖Np defined by

‖x‖Np =

( ∞

N

∑
k=

|xk|pNN
)(/p)N (

x = (xk) ∈ �p(N),p≥ 
)
, (.)

we have:

Corollary . The space �p(N) is a Banach space with the norm ‖ · ‖Np defined by (.).

6 Conclusion
One of the purposes of this work is to extend non-Newtonian calculus to non-Newtonian
real calculus for dealing with real valued functions. Some of the analogies between (CC)
and (NC) are demonstrated by theoretical examples. Some important inequalities, such as
non-Newtonian triangle, non-Newtonian Minkowski and some other inequalities which
are frequently used in (NC) are proved.We derive classical sequence spaces in the sense of
non-Newtonian calculus and try to understand their structure of being a non-Newtonian
vector space. Generally, we work on vector spaces which concern physics and computing.
There are lots of techniques that have been developed in the sense of (CC). If (NC) is em-
ployed together with (CC) in the formulations, then many of the complicated phenomena
in physics or engineering may be analyzed more easily.
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Quite recently, Talo and Başar have studied the certain sets of sequences of fuzzy num-
bers and introduced the classical sets �∞(F), c(F), c(F) and �p(F) consisting of bounded,
convergent, null and absolutely p-summable sequences of fuzzy numbers in []. Next, they
have defined the α-, β- and γ -duals of a set of sequences of fuzzy numbers, and gave the
duals of the classical sets of sequences of fuzzy numbers together with the characteriza-
tion of the classes of infinite matrices of fuzzy numbers transforming one of the classical
sets into another. Following Bashirov et al. [] andUzer [], we have given the correspond-
ing results for non-Newtonian calculus to the results obtained for fuzzy valued sequences
in Talo and Başar [] as a beginning. As a natural continuation of this paper, we should
record that it is meaningful to define the α-, β- and γ -duals of a space of sequences of non-
Newtonian real entries and to determine the duals of classical spaces �∞(N), c(N), c(N)
and �p(N) together with the characterization of matrix transformations between the clas-
sical sequence spaces over the non-Newtonian real field R(N). Further, one can obtain
similar results by using another type of calculus instead of non-Newtonian calculus.
It is natural to expect that the Banach spaces �∞(N), c(N), c(N) and �p(N) can be ex-

tended to the complete paranormed sequence spaces �∞(p,N), c(p,N), c(p,N) and �(p,N)
so as the Maddox’s spaces �∞(p), c(p), c(p) and �(p) (cf. Maddox [, ], Nakano [] and
Simons []) are derived on the real or complex field from the classical sequence spaces �∞,
c, c and �p, respectively. We note from now on that our next paper will be devoted to the
investigation of this subject.
Following Grossman and Katz [], Türkmen and Başar [] constructed the field C(G)

of geometric complex numbers and gave the triangle and Minkowski’s inequalities in the
sense of geometric calculus. Later, they respectively defined the classical setsw(G), �∞(G),
c(G), c(G) and �p(G) of all, bounded, convergent, null and p-absolutely summable se-
quences of geometric complex entries and showed that each of the set forms a complete
vector space on the fieldC(G). Of course, one can determine the α-, β- and γ -duals of the
spaces �∞(G), c(G), c(G) and �p(G) and characterize some classes of matrix transforma-
tion between these spaces in the sense of geometric calculus.
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